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Abstract  

In this paper, we introduce the technique of co-citation analysis from the field of Library and Information 
Science. In addition to describing how this analytic method has been employed in other fields, we explain 
how document co-citation analysis differs from author co-citation analysis in terms of precision. We pose 
three questions for our empirical study of HIT research and describe our document co-citation analysis of 
citations to HIT research appearing in 20 leading IS journals and eight leading general medicine journals 
from 2000 to 2010. We performed co-citation analysis separately for published research in IS and 
medicine, identifying nine and eight subfields of HIT research, respectively. We describe the specific 
subfields in each domain and list sample papers corresponding to them. Finally, we identify the common 
attributes of older studies that cause them to be co-cited often, including how such attributes differ 
between IS vs. medicine. 
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Introduction  

It is widely recognized that the information systems (IS) field draws most of its theoretical foundations 
from other disciplines, such as economics, psychology, sociology, and computer science (Avgerou 2000). 
This awareness is captured in the frequent use of terms such as “reference disciplines” or “contributing 
disciplines” to refer to the fields from which IS scholars borrow their theoretical grounding. Perhaps less 
known is that many of the analytic techniques employed by IS scholars are ones originating in these fields 
– and others.  Ironically, one field that IS researchers infrequently draw upon for method contributions is 
our “sister discipline” of information science (which was historically named, “Library Science,” although 
the title of “Information Science” or “Library and Information Science” are the current terms). In fact, to 
many non-academic practitioners and even academics from non-business disciplines, the fields of IS and 
information science appear to be synonymous. 

Not only do IS researchers infrequently draw upon analytic methods and theories originating within 
information science (Ellis, Allen & Wilson 1999), but when IS scholars do employ information science 
methods, they often choose the most rudimentary, simplistic methods.  While the terms “bibliometrics” 
and “scientometrics” have been mentioned more often in the IS field during the past decade (Straub 
2006), especially since MIS Quarterly recently ceased its prohibition on publishing papers in this genre 
(Straub 2008), a cursory review of papers labeled as “scientometric” in the IS field would reveal that 
typically these papers are simply descriptive lists of the “most prolific authors” (Athey & Plotnicki 2000; 
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Huang & His 2005) “most frequently-cited papers,” (Lowry et al 2007), or “leading institutions” that 
contribute to the IS field (Eom 1994; Eom & Lee 1993; Holsapple et al. 1995).  We regard such papers as 
descriptive lists that tally and sort numbers corresponding to publications and citations – without provid-
ing much analysis about why specific patterns of research productivity or institutional prestige exist.   

As an established discipline, information sciences has much more to contribute to IS research – or to 
other business, social science, and physical science fields – than the use of simple rank-ordered lists of the 
number of author’s publications or citations to them.  One technique that is sometimes used in the IS field 
(but much more commonly used in other business and social science disciplines) is co-citation analysis to 
identify the “intellectual structure” of a field of study.  Although we can identify several instances in which 
co-citation analysis has been used in the IS discipline, the vast majority of these studies are either very old 
studies of the intellectual structure of IS when it was first emerging in the 1970s and 1980s (Culnan 1986; 
Culnan 1987); or more recent, but much narrower analyses of specific topics within the IS field, such as 
decision support systems (DSS) (Eom 1996), the Technology Acceptance Model (Hsiao & Yang 2011), or 
virtual teams (Raghuram et al  2010).  What is perhaps overlooked by these two types of co-citation 
analyses (older, holistic studies and new, but narrower studies) is a broader recognition among IS 
researchers of the value of co-citation analysis to IS researchers, in general. 

While there is some evidence that discrete pockets of IS researchers are aware of co-citation analysis and 
its potential value to IS research – such as several papers published by Sridhar Nerur of the University of 
Texas at Arlington (Nerur et al. 2000; Raghupathi & Nerur 2008; Sircar, Nerur et al. 2001), we believe 
that co-citation analysis is either unfamiliar or poorly understood by most IS researchers. In this paper, 
we introduce this technique to a broader population of IS researchers, identify different variants of co-
citation analysis that are possible, and show how co-citation analysis can be employed to understand an 
important, interdisciplinary topic of healthcare information technology (HIT) research – which is often 
labeled as “medical informatics” or “health informatics” in fields such as health administration and 
medicine.  In addition to introducing co-citation analysis to IS scholars, we provide an example using 
papers about HIT from eight leading medical journals and from 20 leading IS journals on the topic of HIT 
to show how this approach can be used to define the intellectual structure of this important area.   

Literature Review  

Unlike its more simplistic cousin of “citation analysis” (which simply counts and sorts data regarding the 
number of papers published or number of citations to each paper), co-citation analysis performs complex 
mathematical calculations on raw citation data to identify the underlying “intellectual structure” of a given 
discipline (Small 1973). Starting with raw citation data about which subsequent papers have cited which 
earlier papers, co-citation analysis identifies how often subsequent papers cite the same pairs of earlier 
studies.  It then transforms these raw citation data into matrices that identify the macro-level pattern 
involving which pairs of earlier papers are often cited together vs which pairs of papers are never or rarely 
co-cited together.   

Based on the underlying assumption that the reason that a subsequent study cites two earlier studies is 
because all three papers deal with similar topics, co-citation analysis is able to detect the underlying 
“intellectual structure” of a domain of research, however broadly or narrowly defined. Some uses of co-
citation analysis in IS have focused on the entire IS field, albeit at an early point in time (Culnan 1986), 
while other studies analyzed just the papers published in a given journal (e.g., Tengyue et al. 2011) or 
papers related to a specific theory, such as the Technology Acceptance Model (e.g., Hsiao & Yang 2011). 

While the assumption underlying co-citation analysis is that earlier papers are co-cited because they focus 
on the same topic, there may be other reasons why papers are often cited together:  it could be that the 
underlying theory and/or research methods employed are the same, because the industry context is the 
same as prior studies in the industry, or because the technology user/adopter population is the same (e.g., 
managers, students, etc.).  This means that researchers interpreting data from co-citation analysis must 
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be sensitive to the various attributes that cause pairs to papers to be cited together – whether based on 
similar topics, theories, research methods, adopter populations, or other attributes altogether.   

Our goal in this paper is to introduce co-citation analysis to a large number of IS researchers to identify its 
relative advantages and disadvantages vis-à-vis other approaches for reviewing a large body of literature 
on a given topic, and to illustrate its application to the growing topic of healthcare IT research. 

There are three major variants of co-citation analysis, with additional, minor variations for each.  The 
major variations are whether the unit of analysis (a) the “author” (thus, the label – author co-citation 
analysis), (b) the published paper or “document” (thus, the label document co-citation analysis), or (c) the 
journal in which the cited studies appeared.  Of the three major variants, the first one – author co-citation 
analysis – is most common and the last one (journal co-citation analysis) is least common.  With author 
co-citation analysis, the technique seeks to identify which two prior authors are frequently co-cited 
together, which then yields a classification of several groups of authors – from which a set of topics can be 
identified (Culnan 1986). Although author co-citation analysis has been used more often in the IS field 
than document co-citation analysis (which we describe next), one limitation of author co-citation analysis 
is that it assumes that an author’s research focuses on the same topic throughout his or her career.   

Using an example from the IS field, an author co-citation analysis of a leading IS scholars such as V. 
Sambamurthy and Rick Watson would assume that their research has consistently been on the same topic 
(presumably Group Decision Support Systems, or GDSS for both authors).  While such an assumption 
may appear reasonable, since this was the topic area in which both of these leadings authors began their 
careers, in the second and third decades of their research careers, they branched out into several other 
topics unrelated to GDSS or IT usage.  Unfortunately, author co-citation analysis would take a rather 
coarse view of each author as largely focusing on a single topic throughout his or her career, which might 
distort the interpretation of results. 

Document Cocitation Analysis.  Document co-citation analysis focuses on the “document” as being the 
unit of analysis.  This means that different papers published by the same author have the opportunity to 
load separately from each other – but such papers can load with similar papers on the same topic.  Using 
the example from above, we know that V. Sambamurthy and Rick Watson published many earlier papers 
on GDSS, but then they moved on to publish on other topics such as IT governance (V. Sambamurthy) 
and “green IS” (Rick Watson), respectively.  With document co-citation analysis, the papers by these 
authors on different topics would be treated separately in the analysis – yielding a more fine-grained 
analysis of co-citation details, and a more precise interpretation of subfields within IS research.  While we 
believe that the general technique of co-citation analysis is unknown or poorly understood by many IS 
researchers, in particular, we believe that “document co-citation itself” is even less well-known by IS 
scholars, because it has been infrequently used in the IS field, to the best of our knowledge.   

We searched to find other studies that employed co-citation analysis in the IS literature as well as in 
closely-related fields (e.g., computer science, information science, etc.).  While we lack space here to list 
all of the co-citation analyses that we identified, we first mention some variations that are possible within 
each of the major forms (author co-citation analysis and document co-citation analysis) described above.  

Some co-citation analysis papers that we found begin with a baseline set of papers in a given field and 
analyze the “references” within those papers (i.e., the older references that appear in the baseline set of 
papers) whereas other studies start with a baseline set of papers and then gather data about subsequent 
citations to those papers – based on citations tracked by “Web of Science” (formerly known as Science 
Citation Index and Social Science Citation Index). Both approaches (i.e., analysis of references and 
analysis of citations) are frequently used in the information science discipline and both methods are 
regarded as useful.  We could not find any mention of one approach being superior to the other.   

Another variation is whether just the first author of the cited paper is analyzed or all authors (Eom 2008; 
Zhao & Strotman 2008). Using an example from the IS field, if we consider the seminal paper introducing 
the “IS Success Model” by William DeLone and Ephraim McLean, for the first author analysis, just 
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William DeLone would be included in the co-citation analysis (but Ephraim McLean would be ignored).  
Again, both approaches – first author vs. all author co-citation – are used in information sciences, as well 
as in the IS field (Eom 2008).  According to recent comparisons of both approaches, the weakness of 
using just the first author in co-citation analysis is more pronounced in disciplines with high levels of 
coauthoring (e.g., medicine, bioscience, physical sciences) than in fields with low levels of coauthoring 
(i.e., the humanities). The IS field falls in between these two extremes, with typically two to four authors. 

A third possible variation is whether the citation data is captured from a proprietary citation database 
(such as ISI/Reuters’ Web of Science) or from a freely-available database, Google Scholar. We label this as 
a “possible” variation, because we were unable to locate any published studies that relied on Google 
Scholar as the citation data source for performing co-citation analysis.  All published studies using co-
citation analysis that we located used ISI/Reuters’ Web of Science database – which is much more 
restrictive than Google Scholar as a citation source.  By restrictive, we mean that Web of Science only 
tracks citations to well-established, high-quality, elite academic journals whose language of publication is 
English.  In contrast to Google Scholar, Web of Science does not track citations coming from conference 
proceedings, working papers, dissertations, or chapters in edited, scholarly books. It is possible that, in 
the future, more authors performing co-citation analyses will turn to Google Scholar as their underlying 
citation source.  As of 2014, this has not yet occurred in practice. 

Returning to our initial description of the three major variants of co-citation analysis (author, document, 
and journal), most studies in the IS literature have employed author co-citation analysis.  In our searches, 
we found just one journal paper that employed document co-citation analysis to analyze studies from the 
IS field: a review of the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Hsiao & Yang 2011), and no papers that 
employed journal co-citation analysis.  We are aware of some IS conference papers that used document 
co-citation analysis to analyze other IS topics – such as papers on the topic of “IT strategic alignment” 
(Renaud et al. 2012) or papers published in Journal of MIS (Tengyue et al 2011).  In other business and 
social science disciplines, we found many papers using document cocitation analysis, such as operations 
management (Charvet et al. 2008; Pilkington & Meredith 2009) and strategic management (Gregoire et 
al. 2006; Ramos‐Rodríguez & Ruíz‐Navarro 2004).  

Author co-citation analysis has been more visible in IS and computer science research than document co-
citation analysis. As described above, the former approach aggregates all citations to an author’s publi-
cations, without regard for differences in the actual topics that constitute his or her work.  Given that 
many leading authors have careers spanning three or four decades, the author co-citation analysis method 
assumes that an author works on the same problem domain throughout his or her career.  The results of 
author co-citation analysis can be difficult to interpret when this assumption is not met (i.e., when an 
author works on diverse topics over her career). In contrast, the more detailed method of document co-
citation analysis recognizes that the same author may publish on different topics, and thus, it tracks 
citations to different papers separately.  The output resulting from document co-citation is a more fine-
grained analysis of topics, taking into account possible changes in authors’ interests over their careers. 

The earliest author co-citation papers in the IS literature appeared in the 1980s – reviewing the early 
history of the IS field (Culnan 1986; Culnan 1987).  In this regard, such early studies in the IS field 
paralleled those Library and Information Science – from which the methods were borrowed Aside from 
these initial co-citation analyses by Mary Culnan, subsequent use of the method in the IS discipline 
tended to focus on specific sub-topics, such as decision support systems (Eom 1996; Eom & Farris 1996), 
information retrieval (Ding et al 1999), and software development methods (Sircar, Nerur et al. 2001), or 
else specific theories – such as the Technology Acceptance Model (Hsiao & Yang 2011). 

Research on Healthcare IT.  The only paper to date that has provided a comprehensive review of the HIT 
domain by Chiasson & Davidson (2004), published a decade ago in Information and Organization. This 
paper is not a co-citation analysis, but rather, it employs a structured approach to reviewing papers about 
HIT published in IS journals from 1985 to 2003.  To our knowledge, this is the only comprehensive review 
of the HIT literature published in IS journals.  Focusing on health informatics niche journals, Raghupathi 
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and Nerur published two co-citation analysis studies identifying the intellectual structure of health and 
medical informatics research in 2008 and 2010. In 2008, they published an author co-citation analysis 
based on papers published from 1998-2006 by researchers serving on the editorial boards of five health 
informatics journals: International Journal of Electronic Healthcare, International Journal of 
Healthcare Information, Systems & Informatics, International Journal of Medical Informatics, Journal 
of Medical Internet Research, and Medical Informatics and the Internet in Medicine.  Using factor 
analysis, cluster analysis, and multidimensional scaling, Raghupathi & Nerur (2008) identified 13 factors 
representing various subfields of health informatics (e.g., HIS evaluation, e-health, mobile computing, 
telemedicine, clinical Decision Support Systems, and others).  

Two years later, in 2010, Raghupathi and Nerur published another study in International Journal of 
Healthcare Information Systems and Informatics  (Raghupathi & Nerur, 2010), expanding on their first 
paper by analyzing all papers published by scholars who served on the editorial boards of eight journals. 
In the later paper, they expanded the list of journals from which they identified editorial board members 
by adding three more – primarily technical – journals:  IEEE Transactions on Information Technology in 
Biomedicine, Journal of Biomedical Informatics and Journal of the American Medical Informatics 
Association. Given that the expanded set of journals included two bioengineering or bioinformatics 
journals, the overall set of topics resulting from their later author co-citation was very different (based on 
eight journals) than the earlier study (based on five journals).  Of the total of 14 topic areas identified in 
their later study were many subfields of medical informatics that were absent from their earlier results: 
ontology and medical terminology, bioinformatics, artificial intelligence, natural language processing, 
computational genomics, bioinformatics, user interface design, and others.  

While we seek to use methods similar to those employed by Raghupathi & Nerur (2008), we focus on HIT 
research published in mainstream IS journals and in medical journals.  In our study, we chose the more 
precise but less common technique, document co-citation analysis, instead of author co-citation analysis. 
Because we recognized that the same author may work on different topics over the course of his or her 
career, we believe that the extra precision – and larger dataset size – required for document co-citation 
analysis will yield more detailed insights about research topics. In our study, we seek to understand what 
specific subtopics exist within HIT research in IS journals and in medical journals.  

Healthcare IT has become an important topic within the IS field, especially given the priorities of the U.S. 
Obama administration, its Affordable Care Act, and large amounts of funding for health IT research.  
While we lack sufficient space to review all prior studies of HIT, in seeking to understand the techniques 
that IS researchers employ to review prior research, we note that IS scholars use few of the advanced 
analytic methods for reviewing prior research that are employed in medicine. In medicine an in medical 
informatics journals, there are dozens of review papers that employ sophisticated techniques like meta-
analysis (Eysenbach et al. 2008; Portnoy et al 2008) and co-citation analysis (Andrews 2003; Morris & 
McCain 1998; Shuemie et al 2009).  Of course there are also dozens of structured reviews as well – which 
are labeled “systematic reviews” in medine (Black et al 2011; Häyrinen et al. 2008; Orr & Karsh 209).   

In this paper, we seek to apply co-citation analysis to identify the subtopics within the domain of HIT 
research (as it is called in IS journals) or medical informatics (as it is called in medicine).  For instance, by 
conducting document co-citation analysis, we expect to be able to identify different streams of research – 
either based on different types of IT artifacts (i.e., electronic patient records, hospital financial systems, 
nursing management systems), different research methods (ethnography, surveys, and archival data), or 
based on the underlying theories employed in research (i.e., Technology Acceptance Model, Actor-
Network Theory, Institutional Theory).  Given our general objectives, we pose three questions: 

 

Question 1: What topics can we identify using co-citation analysis for HIT research in IS journals? 

Question 2:  What topics can we identify using co-citation analysis for medical informatics research 
in medical journals? 
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Question 3:  Are the topics similar between the two fields – IS vs. medicine? 

Research Methods 

We identified all papers published in the two fields – IS and medicine – on the topic of healthcare IT, 
based on the following criteria.  For IS journals, we identified nearly 25 leading IS journals, for which we 
searched for all papers published from 2000 to 2010.1  For the medical journals, we limited our search to 
the eight general medical journals with the highest “impact factor” metrics listed in ISI/Reuter’s online 
database, Web of Science. These are Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA), New England 
Journal of Medicine (NEJM), The Lancet,	  Annals of Internal Medicine, British Medical Journal, 
Archives of Internal Medicine, Canadian Medical Association Journal and PLoS Medicine.   

For the IS journals we used the Web of Science database to search for the following seven terms in the 
paper’s title, abstract, or keywords:  doctor, healthcare, hospital, medical, medicine, nurse, and nursing.  
In the medical journals, we performed a similar search on five terms appearing in the paper’s title, 
abstract or keywords – specifically computer, computing, informatics, system, and technology. 

After retrieving papers with these terms appearing in the title, abstract, or keywords from Web of Science, 
we performed an initial screening to ensure that the papers focused on healthcare IT. We excluded a small 
number of papers, where the specific terms were not related to the study’s focus (i.e., where “medicine” 
was mentioned in the abstract as a possible context for the technology described in the paper, but where 
medicine did not subsequently appear again in the paper).  Based on the results of our initial analysis, we 
made some revisions to our search terms.  For example, by comparing our results to those of Davidson & 
Chiasson (2004), we realized that our search of the term “healthcare” (one word) had excluded papers 
with alternate spellings: health-care or health care (two words).  We also recognized that we had 
overlooked papers with the words “hospital” or “clinical” in their title or keywords, so we revised and 
repeated our searches with these changes. Based on our search of papers published from 2000 to 2010 
inclusive, we identified 103 papers in IS journals that met our criteria as being published from 2000 to 
2010 in twenty leading IS journals on the topic of HIT.  We conducted a similar screening of papers in 
medical journals – finding thousands of papers with the term “computer” in the paper’s abstract, merely 
because the study mentioned a clinical study where computer-generated randomization was used to 
assign subjects to control and experimental groups.  We manually screened out papers in these journals 
where this was the only context in which the term “computer” appeared.  After doing so, we were left with 
a total of 156 papers focusing on medical informatics in eight general medical journals. 

We restricted our search to papers published before 2011, since our goal was to analyze subsequent 
citations to these papers.  Given the long review cycles at IS journals, we knew that published IS papers 
accrue few citations on Web of Science during the first four years after publication.  Based on our own 
prior work analyzing citation data, we also knew that the annual rate of citations to papers published in IS 
journals do not peak until six-to-seven years after the year of publication.   

For each of the retrieved papers (103 papers in IS journals; 156 papers in medical journals), we created a 
spreadsheet showing basic bibliographic details of the study: title, author names, journal title, publication 
year, and the number of subsequent citations to that paper.  We then coded the same detailed information 
for all of the subsequent citations to the baseline set of papers.  In order to perform the co-citation 
analysis we analyzed the data about the frequency with which two earlier papers are cited by a subsequent 
paper.  As is standard in such co-citation analyses, we identified a cut-off point for how many of the 103 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  The	  IS	  journals	  are:	  	  ACM	  Computing	  Surveys,	  Communications	  of	  the	  ACM,	  Decision	  Support	  Systems,	  European	  
Journal	  of	  Information	  Systems,	  Information	  &	  Management,	  Information	  and	  Organization,	  Information	  Systems	  
Journal,	  Information	  Systems	  Research,	  Journal	  of	  the	  AIS,	  Journal	  of	  Management	  Information	  Systems,	  MIS	  
Quarterly,	  IEEE	  Transactions	  on	  Engineering	  Management,	  Information	  Technology	  &	  People,	  Journal	  of	  Informa-‐
tion	  Technology,	  Journal	  of	  Organization	  Computing	  and	  eCommerce,	  Journal	  of	  Strategic	  Information	  Systems.	  
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papers we would analyze (since performing co-citation analysis to identify all citations to all 103 IS paper 
would require that we create a 103 x 103 matrix – that is, a matrix consisting of 10,609 individual cells, 
where most of the cells would have zero values (indicating papers that were never cited together).  Since 
the goal of co-citation analysis is to analyze papers that are frequently co-cited together, we limited our 
analysis to just those papers in IS journals and in medical journals that had been cited ten or more times 
in Web of Science. Using this threshold of ten citations, we retained 77 papers from IS journals and also 
the same number of papers (77) from medical journals.  With the help of a dedicated research assistant, 
we coded the detailed citation data for 2,625 citations to the 77 articles in IS journals (i.e., an average of 
about 36 citations per paper); we also coded 8,537 citations to the 72 papers from medical journals (i.e., 
an average of 111 citations per paper).   

For IS papers, we then created a 77 x 77 matrix (i.e., 77 rows and 77 columns, resulting in a matrix with 
4,761 cells), with the numbers in each cell representing the number of times that the paper represented by 
a specific row and a specific column had been cited together.  We performed a similar analysis for the 72 x 
72 matrix representing the number of times that two papers from medical journals had been cited 
together. We then transformed these two co-citation matrices into Pearson matrices, which served as the 
direct input to Factor Analysis and Cluster Analysis that we performed.  We conducted the latter analyses 
separately for the two matrices representing citations to IS papers vs citations to medical journal papers.  

We used SPSS version 13.0 to perform the Factor Analysis (choosing principal components analysis with 
Varimax rotation).  In interpreting the results from the Factor Analysis, in order to label the factors, we 
read not only the title of each cited paper, but also we reviewed the abstract and the authors’ names.  The 
underlying logic of co-citation analysis is that previous papers will be co-cited together if they deal with a 
similar topic.  Thus, we sought to label each factor in the resulting Factor Analysis after reading the title 
and abstract of each paper.  In becoming familiar with each paper we sought to identify what attributes 
were common across all papers that load onto a given factor – whether the common element was the 
technology studied, the type of adopter population, the underlying theory, or the research method (i.e., 
case study, archival data, etc.).  By knowing which attributes were common across the papers loading on 
each factor, we were able to understand why these papers loaded together, and thus, label the factor. 

As part of processing and interpreting the data, we identified the papers that had been co-cited most often 
together in the IS field; we repeated the same process to identify the papers that had been most frequently 
co-cited in medical journals. 

Results 

Table 1 and Table 2 respectively display lists of IS and medical papers that were most frequently co-cited 
together.  Based on these lists, we observe that each pair of frequently co-cited papers shares either a 
similar topic (i.e., technology acceptance of HIT), a similar type of technology, or a similar theoretical 
perspective.2  Next, we show the Factor Analysis results for papers in IS journals (Figure 1) and medical 
journals (Figure 2).  

Table 3 lists the 9 factors extracted from papers in IS journals and 8 factors from papers in medical 
journals. A cursory comparison of the factors listed in both columns of Table 3 (corresponding to the 
factors identified in IS journals and medical journals, respectively) suggests that paper about HIT in IS 
journals mostly relate to IT adoption and acceptance, the business value of IT healthcare contexts 
(including health insurance) and online communities, while factors extracted from medical journal papers 
primarily focus on how IT affects patient outcomes in terms of improving healthcare quality, establishing 
safety alerts, minimizing errors, and enhancing doctor-patient communication.  Below, we discuss the 
most important factors (i.e., those accounting for the largest proportion of variance) in each field. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	  Our	  interpretation	  of	  these	  results	  benefited	  from	  reading	  the	  Abstracts	  of	  each	  paper	  –	  not	  just	  the	  title.	  	  
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In the IS field, Figure 1 and Table 3 (left column) show that HIT in Organization Settings is the largest 
factor, explaining 23.3% of the variance. A total of 26 papers – more than one-third of all papers that we 
retained in our analysis – loaded in this first factor. Most of the papers loading on this factor were quali-
tative studies of healthcare IT in specific organizational contexts; very few quantitative, survey-based 
studies loaded on this first factor. For example, (Cho & Mathiassen, 2007) studied industry infrastructure 
in telehealth settings, and (Cho, Mathiassen, & Nilsson, 2008) used Actor Network Theory to study IT in 
hospitals. It is noteworthy that 89% of the papers that loaded on this factor used qualitative methods or 
were conceptual in nature; with just 11% quantitative papers. 

We labeled the second factor (which accounted for 16.9% of the variance) as IT adoption and acceptance. 
A total of 17 papers loaded on this factor, with a majority being quantitative, survey-based studies. Many 
of these papers discussed the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) in healthcare scenario for various 
types of adopters. For example, (Yi et al, 2006) and (Chau & Hu, 2002) studied IT acceptance by 
individual physicians; (Liu & Ma, 2005) discussed acceptance of medical records based on an application 
service provider model; and (Klein, 2007) studied the patient-physician portal acceptance.  Many papers 
analyzed the antecedents of IT acceptance or resistance in hospital settings, including Lee & Shim’s 
(2007) paper on RFID adoption, as well as a study focusing on adoption of electronic signatures (Chang et 
al. 2007), and a multilevel model of user resistance by Lapointe & Rivard (2005).  

We labeled the third factor (which accounted for 15.6% of the variance) as Business Value of IT Invest-
ments in healthcare contexts (including health insurance). A total of 14 papers loaded on this factor. 
Among the specific topics were cost control and production performance in hospital and/or health 
insurance contexts (Menon & Lee, 2000; Ray, Muhanna, & Barney, 2005) and the value of IT integration 
(Ayal & Seidman, 2009).  Finally, six other factors that each account for a small proportion of the variance 
in IS journals were: Telehealth, RFID and Mobile Technology, Online Communities, Data Integration, 
Healthcare Issues in Developing Countries, and the Security/Privacy in Electronic Patient Records.  

As shown in Figure 2, as well as in the right-hand column of Table 3, the factors were quite different for 
papers published in medical journals.  We labeled the largest factor resulting from our analysis “General 
IT in Healthcare,” which explained 38.9% of the variance. There were a total of 31 papers (out of 77 total) 
loading on this first factor.  Within this general factor, several outcomes of HIT are considered – such as 
the impact of IT on patient safety, relative costs and benefits, and the drivers of IT adoption in hospitals.  

The second factor we identified (accounting for 14.1% of the total variance) was Healthcare Quality Issues.  
A total of 21 papers loaded in this factor, with most focusing on patient quality outcomes. For example, 
Maxson et al. (2010) considered how to help doctors make meaningful use of HIT; Baron (2007) studied 
how electronic health records can be used to improve quality; and Friedberg et al. (2009) investigated the 
effect of selected quality measures on performance.  

The third factor (accounting for 8.7% of total variance) is the Availability of Internet Resources on 
Patients. A total of 13 papers are included this factor, such as papers dealing with the effect of the Internet 
on patient search behavior and communication with physicians.  For example, a paper by Murray, et al. 
(2003) investigated the impact of Internet-based health information on the physician-patient relation-
ship.  Taking a more cynical view of the same technology, a study by Crocco et al.  (2002) analyzed harm 
associated with the wide availability of health information on the Internet.   

As with the IS journal papers, there were several other, smaller factors that each explained a small 
fraction of the total variance:  papers dealing with using IT to minimize diagnostic errors, effect of health 
IT on patient outcomes, IT-based Decision Support Systems, and IT for medical safety alerts. 

In reviewing the lists of papers that were most frequently co-cited together (Tables 1 and 2), we found that 
the papers in IS journals most frequently co-cited were ones using a similar underlying theoretical 
framing, rather than ones that necessarily studied the same type of healthcare IT.  For example, many of 
the pairs of IS papers listed at the top of Table 1 are studies of physician adoption of various types of 
healthcare technologies, using the lens of the TAM model or the related Theory of Planned Behavior. 
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Many of these pairs of studies were of different technologies (physician order entry, electronic signatures, 
telemedicine, etc.), but they focused on the same adopter population (nurses) and used similar dependent 
variables and underlying theories. Likewise, many studies representing qualitative research dealt with the 
same underlying issue (i.e., user resistance) even if the actual technology examined was different. 

In contrast, the frequently co-cited papers in medical journals tended to be studies of the same type of 
system or the same phenomenon (i.e., safety alerts, medical errors, etc.).  In reviewing the medical papers 
most often co-cited in Table 2, we see that, in most cases, both papers focused on the same technology.  
This contrasts with the IS literature, where two earlier papers are often co-cited together because they use 
a similar theoretical framework or research method.   This may be due to the fact that, in IS academic 
journals – but not in medical journals – the theory and the theoretical contribution are of as much 
importance as the empirical phenomena.   

Most of the frequently co-cited papers in the IS literature tend to be related to either Factor 1 (“HIT in 
organizational settings”) or Factor 2 (“Healthcare IT Adoption and Acceptance”), with relatively few pairs 
of papers dealing with the factors in Table 3 listed below Factor 2.  The only exceptions were pairs of 
frequently co-cited papers corresponding to Factor 3 (“Business value of IT”), which included the papers 
by Menon et al (2000) and Ray, et al (2005); a pair of papers corresponding to Factor 6 (“RFID and 
Mobile Technologies”) featuring papers by Tu et al. (2009) and by Oztekin et al (2010) concerning RFID; 
and a pair of papers corresponding to Factor 7 (“Online communities”), featuring papers by Paul & 
McDaniel (2004) and Leimeister et al (2005) focused on trust in online health communities. With the 
exception of these sets of papers, all other frequently co-cited papers listed in Table 1 relate to Factor 1 
(“Healthcare IT in Organizational Settings”) or Factor 2 (“Healthcare IT Adoption and Acceptance”). 

Discussion and Conclusions 

Our paper provides the first co-citation analysis of the subject area of healthcare IT based on general IS 
journals, as well as general internal medicine journals.  In this regard, our study contrasts with the pair of 
previous studies by Raghupathi and Nerur (2008, 2010), where they analyzed citations to all the papers 
published by members of the editorial boards of either five or eight specialized journals on medical 
informatics and/or bioinformatics and bioengineering.  Based on our document co-citation analysis, we 
have shown that the topic areas corresponding to the factors extracted from our factor analysis differ 
between the IS field and the medical field. This is not surprising, since the two fields have different 
approaches to research, different standards for publication (i.e., the role of theory in IS research), and 
different types of readers. Perhaps more surprising is that we did find some common topics between the 
lists of factors on the left and right columns of Table 3 – namely the topic “Online Communities” in the IS 
literature and “Availability of Internet resources on patients” in the medical literature.  

In this paper, we have presented results from our factor analysis of the healthcare IT research in both IS 
journals and medical journals.  One limitation of our study is that we have not presented other types of 
analyses that are possible with co-citation analysis – such as Cluster Analysis, Multidimensional Scaling 
results, and Social Network Analysis results (where the nodes in the network analysis can be authors or 
papers).  We have limited our presentation of results here to factor analysis both due to the limitations of 
the AMCIS conference paper format, and because the factor analysis results are the necessary first step 
toward interpreting the different subject areas that appear in other result formats (e.g., multidimensional 
scaling and Social Network Analysis).  Another limitation is that we have presented our results based only 
on the citation data tracked by ISI/Reuters’ Web of Science database; however, we have also collected and 
analyzed a parallel set of citation data from Google Scholar – which capture a much larger set of citations 
(typically three times as large as citations tracked by Web of Science, albeit from a broader, less selective 
set of outlets including conference proceedings, dissertations, working papers, chapters in edited, books, 
as well as journals). At this time co-citation analysis studies based on Google Scholar citations are rare. 

In a future study, we hope to compare the findings from our comparative analyses of citations tracked by 
Web of Science (as analyzed here) vs. citation tracked by Google Scholar (not presented here). Future 
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research may also analyze development and changes within HIT research by analyzing multiple time-
periods of citation data, as Raghuram and her coauthors (2010) did for research on virtual work. 
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Table 2. Most Frequently Co-cited Papers in Medical Journals 
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# Details of Frequently Co-cited Paper Details of Frequently Co-cited Paper 

# Times 
Co-cited 

1 
Koppel et al, 2005, Role of computerized physician order 

entry systems in facilitating medication errors, JAMA 

Nebeker et al, 2005, High rates of adverse drug 
events in a highly computerized hospital, 
Archives of Internal Medicine 95 

2 
DesRoches et al, 2008, Electronic health records in 

ambulatory care, NEJM 
Jha et al, 2009, Use of electronic health records in 

US hospitals, NEJM 89 

3 
Koppel et al, 2005, Role of computerized physician order 

entry systems in facilitating medication errors, JAMA 
Bates & Gawande, 2003, Improving safety with IT, 

NEJM 71 
4 Koppel et al, 2005, Role of computerized physician order 

entry systems in facilitating medication errors, JAMA 
Kuperman & Gibson, 2003, Computer physician 

order entry, Annals of Internal Medicine 
55 

5 
Baker, 2003, Use of the Internet and e-mail for health 

care information, JAMA 
Hesse et al, 2005, Trust and sources of health 

information, Archives of Internal Medicine 48 

6 
Bodenheimer et al, 2002, Improving primary care for 

patients with chronic illness, JAMA 
Casalino et al, 2003, improve health care quality 

for patients with chronic diseases, JAMA 47 

7 
Berland et al, 2001, Health information on the 

Internet, JAMA 
Winker et al, 2000, Guidelines for medical and 

health information sites on the Internet, JAMA 43 

8 
DesRoches et al, 2008, Electronic health records in 

ambulatory care, NEJM 

Linder et al, 2007, Electronic health record use 
and quality of ambulatory care in the U.S., 
Archives of Internal Medicine 41 
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Koppel et al, 2005, Role of computerized physician order 

entry systems in facilitating medication errors, JAMA 

Weingart et al, 2003, Physicians’ decisions to 
override computerized drug alerts in primary 
care, Archives of Internal Medicine 36 
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Baker, 2003, Use of the Internet and e-mail for health 

care information, JAMA 
Berland et al, 2001, Health information on the 

Internet, JAMA 35 

10T 
Koppel et al, 2005, Role of computerized physician order 

entry systems in facilitating medication errors, JAMA 
Jha et al, 2009, Use of electronic health records in 

U.S. hospitals, NEJM 35 
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care information, JAMA 

Murray et al, 2003, The impact of health infor-
mation on the Internet on physician-patient 
relationship, Archives of Internal Medicine 32 
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entry systems in facilitating medication errors, JAMA 

McDonald, C. J. 2006). Computerization can 
create safety hazards, Annals of Internal 
Medicine 32 
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ambulatory care, NEJM 
Simon et al, 2007, Physicians and electronic health 

records, Archives of Internal Medicine 30 
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Internet, JAMA 
Hesse et al, 2005, Trust and sources of health 

information, Archives of Internal Medicine 29 
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Koppel et al, 2005, Role of computerized physician order 

entry systems in facilitating medication errors, JAMA 

Linder et al, 2007, Electronic health record use 
and quality of ambulatory care in the U.S., 
Archives of Internal Medicine 29 
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hospitals, NEJM 

Amarasingham et al, 2009, Clinical IT and 
inpatient outcomes, Archives of Internal 
Medicine 27 
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DesRoches et al, 2008, Electronic health records 

in ambulatory care, NEJM 25 
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Figure 1. Factor Analysis Result for HIT Articles in IS Journals 
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Figure 2. Factor Analysis Result for HIT Articles in Medical Journals 
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Table 3. Factor Analysis Result in Information Systems and Medicine 

 

IS Journals Medicine Journals 

Factor Title % of Variance Factor Title % of Variance 

HIT in organizational settings 23.3 General IT in Healthcare 38.9 

IT adoption and acceptance 16.9 Healthcare quality issues 14.1 

Business value of IT  15.6 
Availability of Internet resources 
on patients 8.7 

Data integration 9.1 
Doctor-patient communication 
(e.g., portals)  7.2 

Telehealth 6.8 IT to minimize diagnostic errors 5.9 

RFID & Mobile Technology 4.0 
Effect of health IT on patient 
outcomes 4.3 

Online communities 3.3 Decision support systems (DSS) 3.3 

Healthcare in developing 
countries 2.6 IT for safety alerts  2.8 

Security and privacy issues 
for 	  electronic patient records 1.8     


